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SUMMARY

The vibration behaviour of an assembly of seven mock-up fuel

bundles of PEC reactor has been investigated.

The assembly was excited by a parallel flow of water simulating

sodium.

The motion of the group (or of a single bundle in the group) has

been measured in transverse sections detecting two orthogonal com

ponents of displacement.

During the experiences the following parameters were varied:

bundle foot and pads restraints, flow rate condition, coolant

flow outlet conditions at the head of fuel bundles.

Experimental data were processed in order to obtain:

trajectories of three points of fuel bundle axis, power density

spectra of measured vibration amplitudes, correlations between

coolant flow rate and vibration amplitude R.M.S.

INTRODUCTION

This study has been conducted to determine the vibratory behaviour

of an assembly of seven fuel bundles of PEC reactor. The assem-

bly has been excited by a parallel flow of water, simulating so-

dium.

Because of the type of restraints among the seven fuel bundles

(flection bar at the foot of peripheral bundles and restraint at

the pads), it was convenient to approach the study in three pha

ses.

In the first phase the behaviour of one single peripheral bundle

has been evaluated.

In this phase the variable parameters were: eccentricity of foot

restraint, type of pads (stiff or flexible), flow condition at

fuel bundle head, fuel bundle angular disalignement.

The second phase was the study of the vibration response of one

central fuel bundle coupled with six dummy peripheral bundles.

In this phase the foot restraint was not varied, the eccentrici-

ty beeing fixed at 1.25 mm and the pads were stiff.

Finally in the third phase the vibration response of a seven fuel

bundle assembly pattern was investigated. The fluid was flowing

through the whole assembly and the restraints were analogous to

the actual ones.

During each experimental phase the water flow conditions were

varied, to obtain correlations between coolant flow rate and

vibration amplitude.

Water loops called CEV 2 and CEV 3 have been utilized to carry

out the studies.

ON THE SIP.TULATION OF LIQUID SODIUM BY WATER

PEC reactor fuel bundles are refrigerated by sodium having in-

put temperature 375°C and output temperature 525°C.

In order to find a similitude cryterium of fluid-dynamics from

hot sodium to cold water let us consider the /3|Q {£,7
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The values of the exponents in (1) are presented in table I.

Operating with a full scale model with geometry, stiffness and

mass distribution respect it is possible to write the (1) as

= f(v) = (2)

This means that to have the same value of displacement when

rating with the same fluid velocity the group:

- u, (3)

has to be equal.

Fig.1 represents the group (3) for sodium at mean operating tem-

perature and for water versus temperature. The diagram is valid

for Burgreen and Euratom correlations and nearly for the Paidous

sis one.

This is the reason for what many fluid dynamics experiences are

carried out simulating sodium by water at 90) -100°C.

In a vibration loop it is convenient to de-couple pipes and test

section. This is possible in open loops with flexible joints, ope

rating with atmospheric pressure cold water.

Then, considering also upmentioned correlations /" 10 Jf\ 5 J36 J

it was decided:

- to make tests with water at 35°-45°C as to have a de-coupled

water loop with discharge of the refrigerant fluid from the fuel

bundles at atmospheric pressure:

- to design the loop as to have maximum volumetric flow rate grea-

ter of 20 - 25$ than the corresponding sodium flow rate, in order

to have the same vibration amplitudes.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS OF CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL FUEL BUNDLES

USED IN TESTS. TEST SECTION DESCRIPTION

The characteristics of the seven models of fuel bundles used for

testing are as follows:

(central bundle

)peripheral bundles

91

1935 mm

6«7 mm

0.4 mm

86,7 mm

85.4 mm

- total length 2985 mm ,_ _ , , ,„ O/- „ 166

- key of exagonal wrapper

- number of fuel rods

- length " " "

- diameter n "

- sheat thickness

filled by brass pellets

wrapped 7,yre type spacers

Test section for seven fuel bundle assembly is shown in fig.

2, 3, 4.

Test section is made of two main components: the diagrid and the

cylindric container. The diagrid is a mock-up of a part of

reactor's diagrid limited to seven fuel bundles (fig.4).

In the bottom grid there are the seats for "eccentric cups" forcing

the flection bar at the foot.

The cylindric container,mounted upon the diagrid, is made by an

AISI 304 pipe with 324 mm diameter and 7 mm thickness. Fig. 5, 6

show test section installed on CEV 3 loop.

Through the series of holes made on the wall of cylindric contai.

ner, pick-up for vibration signals survey are connected to test

section.

The cylindrical container is divided into two parts to allow the

mechanical hold-down device to be inserted.

In the following it will be indicated as baffle plate.

DESCRIPTION OF CEV 3 HYDRAULIC LOOP

Experiments were carried out by means of CEV 2 and CEV3 loops- Be

cause ot their similarity only CEV 3 is described. Water flow ra

te is as to supply maximum water flow rate in seven fuel bundle

models of 400 m /h (20J$ greater than the corresponding sodium

flow rate) at 40°C. Main pipes are 8" diameter.

The flow diagram of the loop is shown in fig. 6.



Loop main components are:

the centrifugal pump, the regulation pneumatic valve, the flow

meter, the by-pass loop.

On the highest point of the backflow pipe there is an air ejector

for air bleeding of the loop part that is in depression conditions.

There are three auxiliary loops.

First loop is the ejector's one. Bleeded air is let into the

upper pool.

Second loop is the hydraulic hold-down loop, connected to the

low-pressure side of test section.

Third loop is feeding a cooling tower, mounted to eliminate the

pump generated heat. Fig. 7 shows a partial sight of CEV 3 loop.

In vibration measurements it is essential to have test section de-

coupled by vibrations that are not flow induced.

For insulation of vibrations transmitted by the pump through the

ground to test section, the pump has been mounted upon a concre

te base, suspensed by means of air springs. In this way it was

obtained a simple, small and cheap suspension system. The natu-

ral frequency of base-pump assembly is very low with respect to

detected vibration frequencies. The system of suspension is

shown in fig. 8.

The whole base is located into a pit, on whose bottom there are

two low concrete walls as base bearings in case of air lack.

On the floor of the pit there are rested two"I" shaped iron beams

160 x 160 where air springs are bolted.

Each air spring can bear 3500 Kg at max air pressure of 8 Kg/cm.

The right operation of the suspension is obtained by a metal sheet

operating as auxiliary restraint, due to air spring reaction on-

ly to axial loads.

Air springs are fed by an air reservoir through four pressure e-

qualizing valves V/estinghouse B.W. The valves are fixed to the

base and operated by a lever system. Valve's action is in or-

der to maintain a constant level of the base, by graduating air

pressure into air springs.

Furthermore, test section has been mounted on its own base, insu

lated by the floor rath granulated cork.

To get de-coupling of test section from the pipes, loop compo-

nents have been disposed as to have a very long distance be-

tween pump and test section.

The pipes have been covered by sand. There are no transmission

problems for the back flow pipe (not connected to test section)

and auxiliary loops that have flexible joints.

CHOpSINC- THE MEASURING SYSTEMS

The final purpose of experimental program was to determine vi-

bration behaviour of an assembly of seven fuel bundle mock-up

in actual restraint conditions and inlet-outlet conditions of

cooling flow very near to real ones. Vibration was induced by

water flow simulating sodium.

Previous experiments were carried out on a single peripheral

fuel bundle and an assembly made of one central type bundle

and six dummy peripheral type bundles.

Vibration signals have been picked-up at the head of the sin-

gle bundles, at the pads level, and at an intermediate position.

The vibration signals were detected on two adjacent sides, at

60°, of each investigated fuel bundle.

These signals were transformed, by an electric device,into the

orthogonal components of motion in two reference directions X,Y.

When operating on the seven bundle assembly the eccentricity of

peripheral type bundles was fixed.

Some photographic recordings of trajectories of some points of

the axis of bundles have been carried out.

The measuring systems used in the experiments are shown in fig.

9.

Instrumentation consists of:

- displacement transducers



- signal conditioning device

- direct voltage amplifiers

- storage oscilloscope

- high-pass filters

- magnetic recorder

- thermal writing recorder

When studying a single peripheral type bundle, the static and

dynamic components of the pads contact force were picked-up too.

TEST CONDUCTION. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATIONS

For a better comprehension of the results it is suitable to divi-

de the description into three steps.

First step: Tests on a single peripheral type fuel bundle.

Tests have been carried out with many different combinations of

the following parameters:

Foot restraint: different eccentricity values in 0.5 + 2 mm range

Pad restraint: - two instrumented point shaped contacts

(Fig. 10) - two rigid " " "

- two " contacts on rectangular pads

- no restraints

- static component of contact force varying from

0.2 to 4 Kg.

Fluid outlet conditions at the fuel bundle head

Baffle plate made of one single steel plate with 45° inclination and

disposed at minimum distance of 4 mm from the head, Orientation

XX, YY.

No baffle plate.

Fuel bundle angular position

The bundle has been positioned as to have the maximum vibra-

tion amplitude when sinusoidally excited by external exciter

in air.

Refrigerant flow rate: 23 - 45 - 58 m /h

From figures 11, 12 it can be deduced:

- HEAD'S TRAJECTORIES EVOLVE STATISTICALLY AROUND AN AVERAGE

POSITION THAT IS NOT GENERALLY COINCIDENT WITH INITIAL POSITION

IN STATIC WATER.

- WHEN MOVING FROM HEAD TO PAD LEVEL, THE YY COMPONENT OF THE

MOTION BECOMES GREATER THAN THE XX ONE. THIS SHOWS A DIFFERENT

VIBRATION MODE ON THE TWO DIRECTIONS.

- THE TOTAL MOTION VIBRATION AMPLITUDE DECREASES FROM HEAD TO

PADS.

- VARIATION OF RESTRAINT CONDITIONS AND FLOW CONDITIONS DOES NOT

AFFECT THE VIBRATION AMPLITUDE ORDER OF MAGNITUDE.

As to allow statistical elaborations, the x, y components of mo-

tion and signals of pad stress have been recorded by Ampex. For

displacement signals only dynamic components over 1 Hz have been

recorded.

Fig. 13 shows some recordings of motion components. From their

examination it appears that:

- THERE ARE TV/0 DIFFERENT RESONANT FREQUENCIES FOR XX AND YY

AXIS MOTION.

Second step: tests carried out on assembly of a central type fuel

bundle coupled with 6 peripheral dummy bundles.

The variable parameters were:

- bundle type (central, dummy peripheral)

- measuring point (head level, pads level, intermediate level)

- fluid flow rate (23; 45; 53 ro3/h)

In this phase direct experimental data elaboration was carried

out.

It will be discussed later.

Third step: tests on a seven fuel bundle assembly, in actual

restraint conditions.

The varyingparameters were:

- fuel bundle position in the assembly of seven (A, C, E in fig.

14)



- -presence and position of baffle plate mock-up consisting of 3

steel plates disposed at 45°C with respect to the output flow.

The positions are indicated by d, y Jb } ̂  } h in fig, 15

- measuring point (head level, pads level, intermediate level)

- total flow rate of the seven bundles (100; 200; 300; 350;

390 m 3/h).

In this case too, trajectories of three points of the axis of

tested fuel bundles, have been obtained. Fig. 16, 17 show that:

- HEAD TRAJECTORIES EVOLVE STATISTICALLY AROUND AN AVERAGE POSI-

TION.

- WITHOUT BAFFLE PLATE MOCK-UP, VIBRATION AMPLITUDES OF DIFFERENT

FUEL BUNDLES ARE COMPARABLE.

-THE VIBRATION AMPLITUDE OF THE ASSEMBLY IS DECREASING WHILE

GOING FROM HEAD LEVEL TO PADS ONE.

- THE PRESENCE OF BAFFLE PLATE MOCK-UP SEEMS TO INDUCE AN INCREASE

OP VIBRATION AMPLITUDE.

The same considerations can be achieved by examination of recor-

ding of x, y components of the motion, shown in fig, 18.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA PROCESSING - PARAMETRIC COMPARISON

Processing of experimental data was carried out to get a correla

tion between vibration amplitudes R.M.S. and water flow rate in

fuel bundles.

Signals recorded on magnetic ta-pe have been analysed by means of

a computing code which allows the contemporary analysis of two a

nalogic signals.

Code outputs are: power density spectra, table of power spectral

density and spectra integrals.

Only power density spectra of single signals have been considered.

Some power spectra are shown in figures 19 • 28.

Fig. 19, 20, 21 are referred to single peripheral fuel bundle

vibration with different combinations of the following parame-

ters:

- measuring point

- restraints type

- water flow rate

From their examination in can be deduced:

- THERE IS A VIBRATORY MOTION ON X AXIS WHOSE FREQUENCY IS

~ 10 Hz FOR "FLEXIBLE INSTRUMENTED PADS" RESTRAINT AND

~12 Hz FOR "RIGID PADS" RESTRAINT.

- VIBRATION FREQUENCY ON X DIRECTION DOES NOT VARY WITH FLOW RATE

VARIATION.

- VIBRATORY MOTION ON Y DIRECTION SHOWS SCATTERED RESONANCE PEAKS.

THE POWER DISTRIBUTION IS IN 2 • 10 Hz RANGE.

-THE Y DIRECTION FREQUENCY IS DEPENDING ON FLOW RATE AND

RESTRAINTS CONDITIONS, IN UNCHECKABLE WAY.

Figures 22, 23, 24 refer to central type fuel bundle couplea with

seven dummy peripheral bundles.
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Figures show: central bundle head motion

- A RESONANT FREQUENCY OF M 12 Hz ON X DIRECTION. THE Y AXIS

VIBRATION SHOWS MINOR AMPLITUDE AT THE SAME FREQUENCY.

- A RESONANT FREQUENCY NEAR 6 + 9 Hz ON Y DIRECTION. THIS CAN BE

INTENDED AS "FORCED" BY SIX PERIPHERAL BUNDLES MOTION.

- A RESONANT FREQUENCY NEAR 3.6 + 3.9 Hz WITH HIGH POWER CONTENTS.

THIS CAN BE INTENDED AS THE ASSEMBLY MOTION.

•Central bundle pads motion

- THE SAME RESONANT FREQUENCIES ARE ENCOUNTERED, BUT 12 Hz PEAK

AND 6 + 9 Hz PEAKS ARE ATTENUATED BECAUSE PADS ARE NODES IN MO-

TIONS ASSOCIATED TO THOSE FREQUENCIES.



Dummy peripheral bundles vibration;

Head motion;

RESONANT FREQUENCIES AT 6 t 9 Hz AND 3*6 + 3.9 Hz ARE MADE EVI-

DENT.

IN THE FIRST FREQUENCY RANGE THERE IS HIGH LEVEL POWER DENSITY.

THUS IT HAS BEEN REFERRED TO NATURAL RESONANCE OF DUMMY BUNDLES.

POWER ASSOCIATED WITH 3.6 • 3.9 Hz FREQUENCIES IS COMPARABLE WITH

THAT REFERRED TO CENTRAL TYPE BUNDLE. THUS IT WAS INTENDED AS AS-

SEMBLY MOTION.

Pads motion;

AT THIS MEASURING POINT ONLY THE 3.6 + 3.9 Hz RESONANCE IS SHOWN,

BEEING THIS POINT A NODE FOR 6 + 9 Hz FREQUENCY MODE (FIG.25).

Figures 26, 27, 28 refer to the seven bundle assembly with dif-

ferent combinations of the following parameters;

- tested bundle

- measuring point

- water flow rate

- presence and angular position of baffle plate mock-up.

By the joint observation of power density spectra, trajectories

and signal recordings it can be deduced;

- THE BUNDLE MOTION IS EVOLVING IN COMPLEX AND STOCHASTIC WAY.

THE POWER DENSITY SPECTRUM RANGE IS UNDER 29 Hz.

- WITH REFERENCE TO VIBRATORY SHAPE, POWER SPECTRUM MAY BE DIVI-

DED INTO TWO PARTS.

THE POWER SPECTRUM PART UNDER 6 Hz IS REFERRED TO THE MOTION OF

THE SEVEN FUEL BUNDLE ASSEMBLY.

RESONANCE PEAKS ARE NEAR 4 Hz AND 1 Hz (THE LATTER IS MARKED ON

Y DIRECTION).

THE POWER ASSOCIATED TO 4 Hz FREQUENCY IS PREVAILING.

THE 4 Hz RESONANCE DOES NOT CHANGE BY VARYING FLOW RATE, MEASU-

RING POINT, TESTED BUNDLE.

POWER DENSITY IS DECREASING FROM HEAD TO PADS LEVEL, BUT DOES

NOT TEND TO ZERO AT PADS LEVEL.

THIS IS PECULIAR OF THE ASSEMBLY MOTION.

THE POWER SPECTRUM PART FROM 6 TO 29 Hz IS REFERRED TO RELATIVE

MOTION OF FUEL BUNDLES.THIS MOTION HAS MAXIMUM VIBRATION AMPLITU

DE AT HEAD LEVEL AND A NODE AT PADS LEVEL.

THE RESONANT FREQUENCIES FOR THIS MOTION ARE NEAR 8 AND 12 Hz,

WITHOUT DEPENDENCE BY FLOW RATE.

- THE ENERGY ASSOCIATED WITH ASSEMBLY MOTION IS GREATER THAN THE

RELATIVE MOTION ONE.

- THE PRESENCE OF BAFFLE PLATE, WITH RELATION TO ITS POSITION,

MAY GENERATE AN INCREASING OF ENERGY OF ASSEMBLY VIBRATION.

For a quantitative valuation of the vibration it has been cho-

sen as a significant parameter the R.M.S. of displacements cau-

sed by water flow through tested fuel bundles.

For each single test of every series, effective value has been

deduced from the computed table of " integrated power spectra".

Indicating by 111 (F), 122 (F) the integrated values of spectra

concerning displacement signals processed at the same time and
2

measured in \l , the following formulae give the values of

displacement R.M.S. component motions ( &RHS(x), i R M S (y) )i

and for total motion ( 6 RMc, ):
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(4)

(5)

(6)



Where P., P_ indicate lower and upper frequency limits of inte

gration range (fig. 29).

So obtained R.M.S. values have been fitted to obtain the correla

tion between water flow rate and vibration amplitude R.M.S,

The best fitting curve according to other author's correlations

is:

6 RLE " A*

where & „.„ is the RMS value in u of vibratory displacement
RMS ^ '

and Q is water flow rate in m /h.

The best fit determination has been carried out on the whole

experimental data and on "parametric groups" as to determine

the influence of different experimental conditions on vibra-

tion behaviour. So processed data are shown in diagrams of

fig. 30 + 34 and tabels II + IV.

Diagrams scales are double-logarithmic.

Pig. 3D refers to single peripheral type fuel bundle and shows

an attempt of parametric investigation on vibration amplitu-

des of the total motion of the fuel bundle- head. The "parame-

tric group" is reported in table II.

The integration range limits are PA= 1Hz PB= 19 Hz.

For one central type bundle coupled with six dummy peripheral

bundles, the frequency ranges were 1 + 4.5 Hz and 4.5 + 15 Hz.

Por central type bundles R.M.S. was calculated in 1 + 1 5 Hz fre-

quency range for total motion data, too.

Pig. 31 gives R.M.S. of vibration amplitude versus flow rate

through central type fuel bundle.

Table III supplies a tentative parametric investigation on R.M.S.

values of vibration amplitudes at head level of different tested

fuel bundles.

Tests on a seven actual fuel bundle assembly

Recorded data were processed in 0.5 + 6 Hz and 6.1 *• 29 Hz fre

quency ranges.

Figures 32, 33, 34 show the correlation between R.M.S. value of 171

vibration amplitudes of different models of fuel elements and

coolant flow rate through the seven element group.

DISCUS3ION AND CONCLUSIONS

a) Test on single peripheral element

1) Vibratory motion of fuel bundle evolves around an average posi_

tion not coincident with initial position in static water.

2) The flow induced static component of the displacement measured

at element's head, may have the same magnitude order of vibra-

tion amplitude.

3) The study of motion on a plane xx parallel to exagonal wrap-

per Vvull and a plane yy orthogonal to the former shows that:

xx motion is peculiar of first vibratory mode of fuel element

restrained at foot and pads with nodes corresponding to restra.

ints.

yy motion may be seen as a slipping motion of fuel bundle on pads

restraint.

4) The existing correlation between total vibration amplitude

R.M.S. and coolant flov; rate is:

h = AQB with B oi 1.48

B value is well according to Euratom and Westinghouse correla-

tions, having B = 1.5

5) For 58 m /h water flow rate, corresponding to 46 m /h sodium

flow rate, maximum R.M.S. value of vibratory displacement of

fuel element head is about 33 W. .

6) Restraints conditions and baffle plate presence do not af-

fect much vibration amplitude of single fuel element.

7) Dynamic components of forces at the pads are in correlation

with xx vibratory motion.



b) Tests on central element coupled with six dummy peripheral

bundles

1) The motion of the group is complex. It can be seen as composi-

tion of seven bundle assembly motion and single element motion,

with different frequencies.

2) The motion of the assembly has 3.6 + 3.9 Hz frequency with

associated energy lower than the corresponding for relative mo-

tion.

3) The central element relative motion is at 12 Hz frequency in

xx direction, in accordance with single peripheral bundle mo-

tion.

4) The central bundle yy motion frequency is 6 • 9 Hz.

This can be seen as forced dummy peripheral bundles whose resonant

frequency, is the same.

No computed best fit was determined in this test series, due to

few experimental data points.

Hov/ever, by the diagram of fig. 31 it can be deduced a correla

tion

_B
with B ex. 1.8

Maximum vibration amplitude for water flow rate of 58 m /h, is

RMS
35 u

T A B L E

c) Tests on seven elements assembly 170

By joint discussion of diagrams of fig.32,33 and previous test

results, it can be concluded:

1) The R.M.S. value of amplitude ot total motion (O.5+?PHz) is

about the same of the group motion (O.5+6Hz),while R.M.S. va-

lue of relative motion amplitude (6.i4-2?rTs)is 1/1C 3ov.-2r.

2) Within indetermination limits allowed by measuring techniques

and computing system, processing results for different fuel ele-

ments are substantially identical (fig.32,33).

3) The influence of presence and position of baffle plate on

vibration amplitude R.M.S. is shown in fig. 34- It was not pos-

sible to get better accuracy in the analysis, due to limited num

ber of experimental points. For the same reason it was not de-

termined a best fitting function, but because of the agreement of

processed data with those previously discussed it is possible to

accept the correlation

= AQ with B ^ 1.7 • 1.9

as indicated in Table IV.

Maximum R.M.S. of total vibration amplitude of the fuel bundle

head, corresponding to water flow rate of 400 m /h, is -\> 100U,.

For some positions of baffle plate this value may reach 300u,

Consequently maximum peak-to-peak displacement, amplitude may be

over 1 mm.

Correlation

Burgreen et
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Euratom
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5
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0
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t
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1
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-0.77

-0.8

0.5
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w
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-4

-4
-2

0
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0
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.77
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TABLE II - Parametric investigation on vibration amplitude R.M.S. values of fuel element

heads

(*)Data range

Total

Vibration

R.M.S.

xx Vibration comp.

R.M.S.

yy vibration comp.

R.M.S.

Parametric group

Data totality

Stiff point shaped pads

Rectangular stiff pads

Instrumented pads

No baffle plate

Baffle plate direction y

11 It It Jj

Data totality

with baffle plate

[direction x or y)

without baffle plate

data totality

point shaped pads

rectangular pads

N.of data(*) in

the group

39
14

8

17

19

14

6

31

18

13

31

23

8

Best fit exp£

nent B

1.48

1.53

1.38

1.49

1.47

1.46

1.32

1.35

1.14

1.61

1.78

1.93

1.41

Calculated R.M.S.

at 58m3A (**)M

33.1

36.0

27.3
33.7

30.5

37.1

30.8

21.9

22.8

20.9

25.6

30.2

16.3

(*) Each datum represents an efficient value of vibration amplitude computed by EAI8800/640
hybrid computer.

(**)Water flow rate corresponding to max sodium flow rate (46m /h)



TABLE III - Parametric investigation on vibration amplitude R.M.S. values of fuel element heads 174
Data range

RMS total assembly motion

RMS xx component

RMS yy component

RMS assembly motion

RMS relative motion

RMS xx component

RMS yy component

RMS relative motion

RMS total motion

RMS xx component

RMS yy component

RMS total motion

Fuel element type

Central

Dummy peripheral A

II II •Q

Central

Dummy peripheral A

Central

Dummy peripheral A

B exponent

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.6

1.79

1.9

1.9

1.74

1.7

2

1.8

1.8

1.7

1.6

2

Calculated RMS at 58m /h

14

11

9

17

18

32

29

13

38

34

34

30

16

39

39

T A B L E IV Parametric investigation on vibration amplitude R.M.S. values of

fuel element heads

Data range

RMS assembly motion

RMS relative motion

RMS total motion

RMS total motion

Tested fuel element

average data for

A,C,E elements

E element

Experimental
conditions

no baffle

plate

no baffle plate

baffle plate \ ~

B

1.7

1.2

1.7

1.7

1.8

1.9

2

1.6

Calculated RMS at
CL, n=4OOm3/h( M. )V

90

10

100

120

200

130

300

120



APPENDIX

Theoretical response of the RHS displacement

The analytical study has as its object the determination of a

model for the calculation of displacement of the system such

as that above.

The motion's equation of such an elastic system with internal

and external fluid flow, is /~17 / :

This equation is conveniently expressed in dimensionsless

terms. Thus from (1), with modal analysis, we obtain:

(2)

When the forcing function Q is random, from (3) we get theQ
power spectrum density of displacement /"i8_/:

where:

In particular, the RMS displacement is given by:

In the case of a turbulent-wall pressure fluctuations, it has

been assumed for computational convenience the normalized po-

wer spectra of pressure field represented by:
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The system of equation (2) are coupled. Neglecting the crossed

terms, we obtain:

(3)

where:

si:

where S is the Strouhal number.

Considering a fuel element alone and applying the hydraulic

model above, the RMS displacement calculated with program

SPETTRO /"M J is about 10$ less than experimental, with an

exponent for the velocity 1,5 in good agreement with experi-

mental correlation /"10J7. In fig. 30 it has been shown the

experimental and analytical trend: the small difference can be

considered satisfactory for the hydraulic model supposed.



NOTATION FOR-THE SYMBOLS OF THE APPENDIX

y

X

t

VL,

I

D

e

C

CT

CN

X
EJ

lateral displacement

longitudinal coordinate

dimensionless lateral displacement (yA) decoupled

dimensionless longitudinal coordinate (x/L)
A- 2

dimensionless time,defined by EJ/ (ML+Mp+m)'! t

dimensionless complex circular frequency

circular frequency of oscillation

dimensionless external flow velocity, defined by

dimensionless internal flow velocity, defined by

(M2/EJ)*V2/L

mean flow velocity out of the tube

mean flow velocity in the tube

virtual mass of external fluid and masses of in-

ternal fluid and tube respectively

length of the tube

diameter of the tube

Blender's parameter (L/D)

viscous damping coefficient

friction factor 'external wall-fluid' in the longi

tudinal direction

friction factor'external wall-fluid' in the tran-

sverse direction

hysteresis coefficient of the material

flexural rigidity

defined by M1/(M1+M2+m)

defined by a7(M +M +m)

defined by 2( ft>.u1 + Ĵ 'u )

defined by 1/2 6 C /2> uN J 1

M

MnMn
H
n
0̂n

R
qqqt
qqx:
nn

nn

nn

defined by 1/2

defined by 1/2

defined by cL2/(EJM)

defined by (j/EJM)* X A

defined by M.+Mg+m

generalised mass

receptance of the system

eigenfunction

adjoint eigenfunction

cross spectral density forcing function

power spectral density forcing funtion

eigenvalue

defined by

defined by

defined
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(D Same velocity-slower vibration in water

© Same velocity-^same vibration in water

Fig. 1-Water equivalent temperature
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Fig.2-

Test section. Peripheral bundle foot

and inlet chamber



Fig. 3-Test section
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Fig.4-Test section diagrid With inlet chambers Fig.5-Test section istalled on CEV 3 loop Water inlet side
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Main loop

Auxiliary loops

Fig. 6 - CEV 3 loop. Flow diagram Fig. 7-CEV 3 loop. Delivery side



Lever regulation

Westinghouse B.W. volve

Fig. 8-Suspended base assembly
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Fig.9-Measurement facilities
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a) Flexible instrumented pads

a) Rectangular st i f f pads

Fig.10-Pads restraints mock-up
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30li
Fig. 11-

Trojectories of three points of peripheral bundle axis,

at pump start-up

Rectangular st i f f pads. Baffle plate direction Y-Y
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Water inlet
Fig. 12-

Trajectories of three points of peripheral bundle axis,

at pump start-up.

Flexible istrumented pads. Static forces 2 Kg per pad

No baffle plate
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Q = 58 m7h

^*— 0,1 sec

Fig. 13-

Single peripheral bundle. Head motion.

Stiff pads. Baffle plate direction Y-Y
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Fig.U-

Signal detection scheme. Fuel element denomination

Baffle plate view

position
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L H20
6 position

\

Fig. 15 - Baffle plate positioning.
Seven fuel element assembly
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Fig. 16-

Trajectories of three points of A peripheral bundle axis
Flow rate 390 mVh. Without baffle plate



Fig. 17-

Trajectories of three points of E peripheral bundle axis.
Flow rate 390 m 3 / h . . Baffle plate in 3 position
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x) y

y)
Intermediate

x)

Pads

y)

.0,1 sec
Fig. 18-Motion at three levels of E element. Flow rate 390 mVh

Baffle plate in a position.
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J
12.7 Hz

Single peripheral fuel element

200-

N

1
100-

-4.5 Hz Head level
rectangular pads restraint
Baffle plate yy direction

[Q =58 m3/h I
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50 HZ 0 50

Rg. 19-Power density spectra of displacement signals

5.8 Hz

Hz

/ Head level
rectangular stiff pads restraint

no baffle plate

| 0 = 58 m / h i

50 H z 0

Fig. 20-Power density spectra of displacement signals

50 Hz
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0

Single peripheral fuel element

,12.7 Hz

N

. 6.2 Hz Head level M2

rectangular stiff pads restraint TTZ

no baffle plate

Q=23 mVh

+v

L-

TY

2-

. 3.9 Hz

Central fuel element Pads level Q = 53 m 3 / h

,2
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Hz

20-

10-

.3.9 Hz

[V
50 H Z 0 50

Fig.21-Power density spectra of displacement signals

Hz 50 HZ 50

Fig 23-Power density spectra of displacement signals

Hz

6.5 Hz

Peripheral dummy element "A,, 2
Intermediate level py

-3.6 Hz Central fuel element.
200-

100-

-6.5 Hz

Peripheral dummy element "A,
Head level

Q = 53 m V h
.8.5 Hz

JL
50 HZ 50

Fig. 22-Power density spectra of displacement signals
50 HZ 5 0

Fig. 24- Power density spectra of displacement signals
Hz
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Q = 53 mVh
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K i
50 Hz
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Hz

5-

Peripheral dummy element "B,,

Pads level

Q = 53 mVh

/Wii i
50 HZ

Fig.25-Power density spectra of displacement signals

"A,. Peripheral element Q = 390 mVh

Head level No baffle plate
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Fig.26-Power density spectra of displacement signals
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2000-

Baffte plate a

Baffle plate y

1000-

1500-

1000-

500-

Baffie plate p

"E,, Peripheral element

Head level

Q=390 m3/h

Baffle plate 5

10.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 20.0 30.0

Fig.27-Power density spectra of displacement signals
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10000-

5000-

Baffle plate a

Baffle plate y

1500-

500-

1000-

500-

Baffle plate p

"E,, Peripheral element

Head level

Q=390 m3/h

Baffle plate 6

10.0 20.0 30.0 20.0 30.0

Fig.28-Power density spectra of displacement signals
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10

Analytical results

Baffle plate y y
Baffle plate x x
No baffle plate

Point shaped stiff pads

Rectangular stiff pads

Flexible instrumented pads

0

a

&

o

A

I

•

A

20 30 i.0 50 60 70 80 m3/h

Fig.29 - Integration ranges
Fig. 30 -Head motion. Total v ibrat ion ampl i tude R.M.S. l\i) ve rsus water

f l ow ra te ( m V h )
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Central bundle
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Fig. 31-Vibration amplitude R. M.S. versus water f low ra te . Centra l fuel bund le head



Assembly motion (0,5 T 6 Hz )
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Fig.32-R.M.S. (in p.) of vibration at three levels of fuel bundles

versus flow rate
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Fig.33-RMS. (in \i) of vibration of fuel bundle head
versus flow rate.
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Fig.34 - RMS. (in JJL) of vibration at some levels of "E,, fuel bundle

versus flow rate.

Analysis of Flow Induced Vibration in Heat Exchangers by A. W. van Beek,

Netherlands.

ABSTRACT

A description will be given of three different types of heatex-

changers developed by the Dutch Nuclear Industry Group "Heratoom" in co-

operation with TN0 for the sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor SNR-3OO at

Kalkar. Moreover, the research related with flow induced vibrations car-

ried out by TNO (Organization for Applied Scientific Research) will be

presented.

The flow induced forces on the tubes of the straight-tube steamgen-

erators were measured at the inlet and outlet section where partial cross-

flow occurs. With the measured flow induced forces the response of a tube

was calculated as a function of the tube-to-supportbush clearances taking

into account the non-linear damping effects from the sodium.

The theoretical results showed that for this particular design no

tube impact damage is to be expected which was confirmed later by a full

scale experiment.

Special attention will be devoted to the steamgenerator with helical-

coil tube-bundles, where the sodium flows in a counter cross-flow over

the tube-bundle. Extensive measurements of the power spectra of the flow

induced forces were carried out since no information could be found in

the literature. The vibration analysis will be presented and vibration

modes of the entire bundle will be compared with experimentally obtained

results.

Finally a description of the vibration tests to be carried out on

the intermediate heatexchanger (IHX) will be presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Dutch Nuclear Industry Group B.V. Neratoom participate in the De-

BeNeLux Consortium "Internationale Natrium-Brut-Reaktor-Bau Gesellschaft

m.b.R (INB), founded in 1972 by the German, Belgian and Dutch Industries.

This Consortium received the order to design and build the prototype

sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor SNR-3OO, at Kalkar.
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